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(54) THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGE DEVICE FOR PROVIDING IMPROVED SENSE OF IMMERSION 
AND GAME DEVICE USING SAME

(57) The present invention relates to a three-dimen-
sional image device for providing a 3D effect to an image,
and a game device using the same. A three-dimensional
image device for providing an improved sense of immer-
sion, according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion, comprises: a moving stage that includes a seat on
which a viewer sits and a seat moving mechanism for
moving the seat; a first transparent curved display locat-
ed in front of the viewer and having a curved surface
shape that is concave in the direction in which the viewer
watches the first curved display, wherein the seat moves
according to a first displayed image; and a second curved
display located behind the first curved display and having
a curved surface shape that is concave in the direction
in which the viewer watches the second curved display,
wherein the second curved display displays a second
image overlapping the first image. Accordingly, it is pos-
sible to enhance the three-dimensional effect of a
three-dimensional image, to increase a sense of immer-
sion, and to improve a sense of realism.
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to a stereoscopic
image device that gives a three-dimensional effect to an
image and a game apparatus using the same.

[Background Art]

[0002] In general, a stereoscopic image device is a de-
vice that enables an image to be seen in a three-dimen-
sional fashion. Such a stereoscopic image device con-
verts an image to be output and then displays the con-
verted image, and a viewer who views the converged
image through specially produced glasses may view a
stereoscopic image via interaction of the glasses and a
display.
[0003] The stereoscopic image device that provides
viewing of a stereoscopic image via glasses, however,
prevents the viewer from viewing a general image as well
as a stereoscopic image when the viewer loses his/her
glasses because the stereoscopic image device also
converts the general image. Therefore, a stereoscopic
image device, which enables the viewing of a stereo-
scopic image without specially produced glasses, has
recently been developed.
[0004] As an example of such a stereoscopic image
device, Korean Patent Registration Publication No.
10-118270 (published on 12. 09. 2012) discloses "ME-
DIA BOX HAVING THREE-DIMENSIONAL EFFECT
USING TRANSPARENT LCD PANEL".
[0005] The conventional media box refers to a media
box including a plurality of LCD panels. More specifically,
the media box includes a polygonal case, which is pro-
vided at one lateral side thereof with a door that is opened
and closed in an On/Off manner and at the front side
thereof with a transparent window and defines a prede-
termined inner space therein, and a backlight. The media
box further includes a general LCD panel, which is fixedly
installed to the one interior side wall surface of the case,
a transparent LCD panel, which is fixedly installed par-
allel to the general LCD panel so as to be spaced apart
therefrom while maintaining a constant distance there-
between, a lamp, which is provided in the space between
the general LCD panel and the transparent LCD panel
to perform surface emission, and a control box, which is
connected to the LCD panel and the transparent LCD
panel to recognize a distance value (along the Z-axis)
corresponding to the space between the general LCD
panel and the transparent LCD panel, which are arranged
back and forth, and analyzes images displayed on the
general LCD panel and the transparent LCD panel to
recognize the coordinate values (along the X-axis and
the Y-axis) and the color values (RGB), thereby control-
ling the images displayed via the LCD panel and the
transparent LCD panel. With this configuration, the media
box may accurately display an image having a three-

dimensional effect and perspective without glasses.
[0006] However, because the conventional media box
displays an image on a flat display panel, when a viewer
views overlapping images displayed on several display
panels, the three-dimensional effect of the images may
be deteriorated.
[0007] In addition, because all edges of the display
panels, which overlap each other, are seen, the viewer
may perceive an image as if it were made by overlapping
several images, rather than perceiving a stereoscopic
image, which deteriorates the three-dimensional effect
of the image.
[0008] In addition, because the viewer can only per-
ceive a stereoscopic image visually, immersiveness in
the stereoscopic image may be deteriorated.

[Disclosure]

[Technical Problem]

[0009] The present invention has been made to solve
the problems described above, and an object of the
present invention is to provide a stereoscopic image de-
vice, which may improve the three-dimensional effect of
a stereoscopic image displayed on a display, may pro-
vide a viewer with a sense of realism based on a stere-
oscopic image, and may improve immersiveness in a
stereoscopic image, and a game apparatus using the
same.

[Technical Solution]

[0010] In order to achieve the above-described object,
in accordance with an aspect of the present invention, a
stereoscopic image device having improved immersive-
ness, includes a moving stage comprising a seat on
which a viewer sits, and a seat movement mechanism
configured to move the seat based on a displayed image,
a first curved display located in front of the viewer facing
thereto to display a first image, the first curved display
being transparent and having a concavely curved shape
in a direction viewed by the viewer, and a second curved
display located behind the first curved display to display
a second image overlapping the first image, the second
curved display having a concavely curved shape in the
direction viewed by the viewer.
[0011] The stereoscopic image device may further in-
clude a display movement mechanism configured to
move positions of the first curved display and the second
curved display in association with each other according
to movement of the seat on the moving stage.
[0012] The second curved display may have a size
larger than a size of the first curved display.
[0013] The second curved display may be sized such
that an edge thereof is located along a side of a viewing
angle, which is defined by connecting the viewer to an
edge of the first curved display, or may be sized such
that the edge thereof is located at a position deviating
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from the side of the viewing angle.
[0014] The stereoscopic image device may further in-
clude an operating mechanism configured to be operated
by the viewer in order to control the images.
[0015] The stereoscopic image device may further in-
clude an operating mechanism in the form of a touch
panel that overlaps the first curved panel and generates
an operating signal.
[0016] The second curved display may be one selected
from among a screen on which an image is displayed by
a beam projector, an LCD, an OLED, and a PDP.
[0017] The first curved display and the second curved
display may have different curvatures.
[0018] In accordance with another aspect of the
present invention, a game apparatus using a stereoscop-
ic image device having improved immersiveness in-
cludes the stereoscopic image device having improved
immersiveness according to the aspect of the present
invention, a game box in which the stereoscopic image
device is accommodated, and a box driving mechanism
configured to move the game box according to a game
displayed on the stereoscopic image device.

[Advantageous Effects]

[0019] According to the present invention, a first dis-
play and a second display, which display images, are
formed to have a curved shape, which may improve the
three-dimensional effect and immersiveness in an im-
age. The three-dimensional effect of the image may be
further improved when an image on the second curved
display is viewed through the first curved display so that
images on the two displays overlap each other.
[0020] In addition, the viewer, the first curved display,
and the second curved display are selectively movable
to achieve a sense of realism of an image. When the
viewer moves so that the first curved display and the
second curved display are disposed along the sides of a
viewing angle, the immersiveness in an image may be
improved.
[0021] A game apparatus of the present invention is
configured such that a game box in which a stereoscopic
image device is accommodated is moved, which may
further improve a sense of realism of an image.

[Description of Drawings]

[0022]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view illustrating the schematic
configuration of a stereoscopic image device having
improved immersiveness according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a plan view illustrating the schematic con-
figuration of the stereoscopic image device having
improved immersiveness according to the embodi-
ment of the present invention.
FIG. 3 is a side view illustrating the schematic con-

figuration of the stereoscopic image device having
improved immersiveness according to the embodi-
ment of the present invention.
FIG. 4 is a perspective view illustrating the schematic
configuration of a game apparatus using the stere-
oscopic image device having improved immersive-
ness according to the embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 5 is a side view illustrating the schematic con-
figuration of the game apparatus using the stereo-
scopic image device having improved immersive-
ness according to the embodiment of the present
invention.

[Best Mode]

[0023] Hereinafter, an embodiment of the present in-
vention will be described with reference to the accompa-
nying drawings.
[0024] As illustrated in FIGS. 1 to 3, the stereoscopic
image device 100 having improved immersiveness ac-
cording to the embodiment of the present invention may
include a moving stage 110.
[0025] The moving stage 110 may move a viewer. The
moving stage 110 may include a seat 115 and a seat
movement mechanism 120.
[0026] The viewer may sit on the seat 115 so as to view
an image, and the seat movement mechanism 120 may
move the seat 115 so as to move the viewer.
[0027] The seat movement mechanism 120 may rotate
the seat 115 to the front side, the rear side, the left side,
or the right side of the direction in which the viewer views
an image, or at an arbitrary angle relative to the direction,
or may vibrate the seat 115.
[0028] Here, the seat movement mechanism 120 may
be configured with one or more pneumatic or hydraulic
cylinders so as to move the seat 115 on the moving stage
110 in various directions. For example, the seat move-
ment mechanism 120 may be configured to be moved
by a known mechanical structure that is operated by an
electric motor, such as a cam structure, a gear structure,
or a link structure, and may have the combined form of
a cylinder and a mechanical structure.
[0029] In addition, the seat movement mechanism 120
may move the seat 115 based on an image displayed on
a first curved display 130 or a second curved display 150,
which will be described below.
[0030] As illustrated in FIGS. 1 to 3, the stereoscopic
image device 100 having improved immersiveness ac-
cording to the embodiment of the present invention may
include the first curved display 130.
[0031] The first curved display 130 may display a first
image.
[0032] The first curved display 130 may be located at
the front side of the viewing direction of the viewer, and
may display an image so that the viewer who sits on the
seat 115 on the moving stage 110 can view the first im-
age.
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[0033] In addition, in order to improve the three-dimen-
sional effect of the displayed image, the first curved dis-
play 130 may be formed to have a concavely curved sur-
face having a curvature R1 when viewed by the viewer.
The first curved display 130 may be a transparent display
so as to be seen therethrough.
[0034] The first curved display 130 may be configured
with a transparent LCD or OLED, or may be configured
with a PDLC, which is switched between the transparent
state and the opaque state.
[0035] As illustrated in FIGS. 1 to 3, the stereoscopic
image device 100 having improved immersiveness ac-
cording to the embodiment of the present invention may
include the second curved display 150.
[0036] The second curved display 150 may display a
second image. The second curved display 150 may be
located behind the first curved display 130.
[0037] Because the second curved display 150 is dis-
posed behind the first curved display 130, the viewer can
view the second image displayed on the second curved
display 150 through the transparent first curved display
130, and can view the second image combined with the
first image displayed on the first curved display 130.
[0038] At this time, the first image and the second im-
age may differ from each other, as in the case in which
the first image displayed on the first curved display 130
is a main image in a game, and the second image dis-
played on the second curved display 150 is be a back-
ground image. Alternatively, the first image and the sec-
ond image may be the same image.
[0039] Here, even if the first image and the second
image are the same image, the displayed images may
have a three-dimensional effect because of the distance
between the first curved display 130 and the second
curved display 150 and the difference in size therebe-
tween.
[0040] In addition, the second curved display 150 may
have a concavely curved surface when the viewer views
the second curved display 150, thereby imparting a three-
dimensional effect to the second image. The second
curved display 150 may be larger than the first curved
display 130.
[0041] Meanwhile, the second curved display 150 may
be sized such that opposite edges thereof are located on
the sides of a viewing angle SA, which is defined by in-
terconnecting the first curved display 130 and the viewer,
or may be sized such that opposite edges thereof deviate
from the sides of the viewing angle SA.
[0042] Here, in the case in which the second curved
display 150 is located inside the sides of the viewing an-
gle SA of the first curved display 130, the edges of the
second curved display 150 are seen through the first
curved display 130, which may deteriorate the three-di-
mensional effect of an image.
[0043] In addition, the second curved display 150 may
have a curvature R2 different from the curvature R1 of
the first curved display 130.
[0044] Here, when the curvature R1 of the second

curved display 150 and the curvature R2 of the first
curved display 130 differ from each other, there is a dis-
tance differential for each position at which the first
curved display 130 and the second curved display 150
appear to overlap each other, which may further increase
the three-dimensional effect of a displayed image.
[0045] In the embodiment, the curvature R1 of the first
curved display 130 may be smaller than the curvature
R2 of the second curved display 150.
[0046] In addition, the second curved display 150 may
be configured with an LCD, OLED, or PDP, or may be a
screen on which an image of a beam projected from a
beam projector is displayed.
[0047] As illustrated in FIGS. 1 to 3, the stereoscopic
image device 100 having improved immersiveness ac-
cording to the embodiment of the present invention may
include a display movement mechanism 170.
[0048] The display movement mechanism 170 may
adjust the distance between the first curved display 130
and the second curved display 150, and may move the
first curved display 130 and the second curved display
150 in association with each other according to a change
in the position of the moving seat 115 on the moving
stage 110.
[0049] In one example, the display movement mech-
anism 170 may move the first curved display 130 and
the second curved display 150 individually so as to be-
come farther away from or closer to the seat 115 based
on a displayed image, regardless of the seat 115.
[0050] In another example, the display movement
mechanism 170 may move the first curved display 130
and the second curved display 150 so as to maintain the
viewing angle SA before movement thereof in associa-
tion with the seat 115.
[0051] That is, when the seat 115 becomes farther
away from the first curved display panel 130, the display
movement mechanism 170 may move the first curved
display 130 and the second curved display 150 individ-
ually so as to become closer to the seat 115 in order to
maintain the viewing angle SA.
[0052] In a further example, when the first curved dis-
play 130 is moved so as to become closer to the seat
115, the viewing angle SA, which is defined by connecting
the viewer to opposite edges of the first curved display
130, becomes wider. Therefore, the second curved dis-
play 150 may be moved so as to be closer to the first
curved display 130 so that the edges of the second
curved display 150 are aligned with the sides of the view-
ing angle SA.
[0053] Meanwhile, the display movement mechanism
170 may be configured with a hydraulic or pneumatic
cylinder. For example, the display movement mechanism
170 may be configured to be moved by a known mechan-
ical structure that is operated by an electric motor, such
as a cam structure, a gear structure, or a link structure,
and may have the combined form of a cylinder and a
mechanical structure.
[0054] In addition, the display movement mechanism
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170 may be configured to move the first curved display
130 and the second curved display 150 respectively or
together.
[0055] As illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2, the stereoscopic
image device 100 having improved immersiveness ac-
cording to the embodiment of the present invention may
include an operating mechanism 135.
[0056] The operating mechanism 135 may provide op-
erating information to allow the viewer to operate images
displayed on the first curved display 130 and the second
curved display 150.
[0057] The operating information generated by the
viewer using the operating mechanism 135 may be used,
a controller, which controls the stereoscopic image de-
vice 100 having improved immersiveness, to control an
image to be displayed or to control the seat movement
mechanism 120 or the display movement mechanism
170.
[0058] In addition, the operating mechanism 135 may
be formed as any of various known operating mecha-
nisms 135 such as a known game controller, joystick,
handle, steering wheel, switch, and button. The operating
mechanism 135 may be formed as a touch panel, which
is attached to the first curved display 130 so as to gen-
erate an operating signal when the viewer touches the
first curved display 130.
[0059] The operations and effects of the above respec-
tive components will be described below.
[0060] In the stereoscopic image device 100 having
improved immersiveness according to the embodiment
of the present invention, the viewer views images dis-
played on the first curved display 130 and the second
curved display 150 in the state of sitting on the seat 115
on the moving stage 110.
[0061] The viewer may select or operate the images
displayed on the first curved display 130 and the second
curved display 150 via the operating mechanism 135,
and may directly control the images.
[0062] When an image is displayed, the controller may
control the seat movement mechanism 120 according to
the displayed image so as to directly move the viewer by
moving the seat 115, which may allow the viewer to feel
a sense of realism as if the viewer had entered the scene.
[0063] In addition, the controller may adjust the dis-
tances between the first curved display 130, the second
curved display 150, and the moving stage 110 according
to the displayed image so as to cause the image to be-
come closer to or farther away from the viewer, which
may further improve a sense of realism.
[0064] Meanwhile, the stereoscopic image device 100
having improved immersiveness according to the em-
bodiment of the present invention may be used as a sim-
ulator of a vehicle, an airplane, or the like.
[0065] Accordingly, the stereoscopic image device 100
having improved immersiveness according to the em-
bodiment of the present invention may display an image
having a 2.5-dimensional effect by displaying curved im-
ages on the first curved display 130 and the second

curved display 150, and may allow the viewer to view an
image having an increased three-dimensional effect by
viewing the first image displayed on the first curved dis-
play 130 and the second image displayed on the second
curved display 150 in the overlapping state.
[0066] In addition, by moving the seat 115 on which
the viewer sits according to the displayed image, it is
possible to provide a sense of realism. When the displays
are moved in addition to the viewer, it is possible to pro-
vide a so-called "4-dimensional" experience.
[0067] In addition, because the first curved display 130
and the second curved display 150 are larger than the
viewing angle SA, or are located inside the sides of the
viewing angle SA, it is possible to prevent the edges of
the first curved display 130 and the second curved display
150 from being seen, which may further increase a sense
of realism.
[0068] Hereinafter, a game apparatus 200 using the
stereoscopic image device 100 having improved immer-
siveness according to the embodiment of the present in-
vention will be described.
[0069] As illustrated in FIGS. 4 and 5, the game appa-
ratus 200 using the stereoscopic image device 100 hav-
ing improved immersiveness according to the embodi-
ment of the present invention may include the stereo-
scopic image device 100.
[0070] The stereoscopic image device 100 is config-
ured in the same manner as the stereoscopic image de-
vice 100 having improved immersiveness according to
the embodiment of the present invention described
above, and thus a detailed description thereof will be
omitted.
[0071] As illustrated in FIGS. 4 and 5, the game appa-
ratus 200 using the stereoscopic image device 100 hav-
ing improved immersiveness according to the embodi-
ment of the present invention may include a game box
210.
[0072] The game box 210 may accommodate the ster-
eoscopic image device 100 therein.
[0073] The game box 210 may be formed to have a
room shape and may be provided with a door 211 for the
entry and exit of the viewer. The inside of the game box
210 may be sealed to block external light in order to allow
the viewer inside the game box to be immersed in the
viewing of an image displayed on the stereoscopic image
device 100.
[0074] The inside of the game box 210 may be black
to allow the viewer to be completely immersed in the im-
age.
[0075] As illustrated in FIGS. 4 and 5, the game appa-
ratus 200 using the stereoscopic image device 100 hav-
ing improved immersiveness according to the embodi-
ment of the present invention may include a box driving
mechanism 230.
[0076] The box driving mechanism 230 may move the
entire game box 210 to transfer movement to the viewer.
[0077] The box driving mechanism 230 may move the
game box 210 in various directions, like a ride.
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[0078] For example, the box driving mechanism 230
may move the game box 210 in various ways, such as,
for example, rotate the game box about an arbitrary axis,
generate vibrations, or tilting the game box to one side.
[0079] The box driving mechanism 230 may be con-
figured with a pneumatic or hydraulic cylinder, and may
be configured to have a mechanical structure that is op-
erated by an electric motor, such as a cam structure, a
gear structure, or a link structure, and may have the com-
bined form of a cylinder and a mechanical structure.
[0080] The box driving mechanism 230 may be con-
trolled along with the stereoscopic image device 100 ac-
cording to the displayed image by the controller, which
controls the stereoscopic image device 100.
[0081] In the game apparatus 200 using the stereo-
scopic image device 100 having improved immersive-
ness according to the embodiment of the present inven-
tion, the viewer may enter the game box 210 and sit on
the seat 115 on the moving stage 110 to play a game
using the operating mechanism 135 while viewing imag-
es displayed on the first curved display 130 and the sec-
ond curved display 150.
[0082] Meanwhile, when playing a game, the controller
moves the viewer on the moving stage 110 using the seat
movement mechanism 120, and changes the positions
of the first curved display 130 and the second curved
display 150 by the display movement mechanism 170,
thereby increasing a sense of realism of the game and
a sense of immersion of the game.
[0083] In addition, the controller controls the box driv-
ing mechanism 230 according to a game image so that
the box driving mechanism 230 moves the entire game
box 210 in order to increase a sense of realism as if the
viewer has entered the scene.
[0084] Accordingly, the game apparatus 200 using the
stereoscopic image device 100 having improved immer-
siveness according to the embodiment of the present in-
vention may provide a four-dimensional experience to
the viewer using the stereoscopic image device 100, and
may also provide the viewer with a sense of five-dimen-
sional realism, beyond a sense of four-dimensional real-
ism, by moving the entire game box 210 using the box
driving mechanism 230.
[0085] Here, the term "five-dimensional" indicates a
greater sense of immersion than that provided by "four-
dimensional" technology.
[0086] It will be apparent that, although the preferred
embodiments have been shown and described above,
the disclosure is not limited to the above-described spe-
cific embodiments, and various modifications and varia-
tions can be made by those skilled in the art without de-
parting from the gist of the appended claims. Thus, it is
intended that the modifications and variations should not
be understood independently of the technical sprit or
prospect of the disclosure.

[Industrial Applicability]

[0087] The present invention may be used in the dis-
play, movie, and gaming fields for the display of a ster-
eoscopic image.

Claims

1. A stereoscopic image device having improved im-
mersiveness, comprising:

a moving stage comprising a seat on which a
viewer sits, and a seat movement mechanism
configured to move the seat based on a dis-
played image;
a first curved display located in front of the viewer
facing thereto to display a first image, the first
curved display being transparent and having a
concavely curved shape in a direction viewed
by the viewer; and
a second curved display located behind the first
curved display to display a second image over-
lapping the first image, the second curved dis-
play having a concavely curved shape in the di-
rection viewed by the viewer.

2. The device according to claim 1, further comprising
a display movement mechanism configured to move
positions of the first curved display and the second
curved display in association with each other accord-
ing to movement of the seat on the moving stage.

3. The device according to claim 1, wherein the second
curved display has a size larger than a size of the
first curved display.

4. The device according to claim 3, wherein the second
curved display is sized such that an edge thereof is
located along a side of a viewing angle, which is de-
fined by connecting the viewer to an edge of the first
curved display, or is sized such that the edge thereof
is located at a position deviating from the side of the
viewing angle.

5. The device according to claim 1, further comprising
an operating mechanism configured to be operated
by the viewer in order to control the images.

6. The device according to claim 1, further comprising
an operating mechanism in the form of a touch panel
that overlaps the first curved panel and generates
an operating signal.

7. The device according to claim 1, wherein the second
curved display is one selected from among a screen
on which an image is displayed by a beam projector,
an LCD, an OLED, and a PDP.
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8. The device according to claim 1, wherein the first
curved display and the second curved display have
different curvatures.

9. A game apparatus using a stereoscopic image de-
vice having improved immersiveness, the game ap-
paratus comprising:

the stereoscopic image device comprising a
moving stage comprising a seat on which a view-
er sits, and a seat movement mechanism con-
figured to move the seat based on a displayed
image, a first curved display located in front of
the viewer facing thereto to display a first image,
the first curved display being transparent and
having a concavely curved shape in a direction
viewed by the viewer, and a second curved dis-
play located behind the first curved display to
display a second image overlapping the first im-
age, the second curved display having a con-
cavely curved shape in the direction viewed by
the viewer;
a game box in which the stereoscopic image de-
vice is accommodated; and
a box driving mechanism configured to move
the game box according to a game displayed on
the stereoscopic image device.

10. The apparatus according to claim 9, further compris-
ing a display movement mechanism configured to
move positions of the first curved display and the
second curved display in association with each other
according to movement of the seat on the moving
stage.

11. The apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the sec-
ond curved display has a size larger than a size of
the first curved display.

12. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the
second curved display is sized such that an edge
thereof is located along a side of a viewing angle,
which is defined by connecting the viewer to an edge
of the first curved display, or is sized such that the
edge thereof is located at a position deviating from
the side of the viewing angle.

13. The apparatus according to claim 9, further compris-
ing an operating mechanism configured to be oper-
ated by the viewer in order to control the images.

14. The apparatus according to claim 9, further compris-
ing an operating mechanism in the form of a touch
panel that overlaps the first curved panel and gen-
erates a touch signal.

15. The apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the sec-
ond curved display is one selected from among a

screen on which an image is displayed by a beam
projector, an LCD, an OLED, and a PDP.

16. The apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the first
curved display and the second curved display have
different curvatures.
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